AribaPay™ is an innovative B2B payables platform that turns liabilities into opportunities. This premier solution combines electronic settlement with comprehensive remittance data, making it faster and more secure than paper checks, and vastly more detail-rich than ACH transactions.

But it’s so much more than just a settlement platform. Along with speed, security and rich payment data, you get deep visibility into your real-time payables status. It’s this visibility that makes AribaPay™ an invaluable source of insight that informs and accelerates business decisions, allowing you to manage working capital to the greatest advantage and seize opportunities, such as early-pay discounts.

About AribaPay™

AribaPay™ is an innovative, cloud-based B2B payables solution that brings together electronic payments with comprehensive remittance data. It combines the real-time contextual information-sharing capabilities of the SAP Ariba Network with the trusted payment network infrastructure of the Discover® Network. AribaPay improves payables efficiency and facilitates transparent, timely communications between buyers and suppliers, helping corporations leverage their payables process for better payment and working capital management.

Learn more at aribapay.com.
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Enjoy the Advantages of Data-Rich Electronic Settlement.

Benefit from the Combined Strengths of Two Industry Leaders.

As part of SAP Ariba, AribaPay harnesses the power of the SAP Ariba Network—the world’s business commerce platform with more than 2 million organizations globally exchanging payment-related documents. AribaPay leverages the Network’s sophisticated information-sharing capabilities to deliver comprehensive remittance data with every payment.

To handle settlements, AribaPay relies on the trusted payment network infrastructure of the Discover Network to maintain accurate bank information for your suppliers. This frees your organization from the burden of collecting and storing sensitive data in-house—helping reduce risk while improving operational efficiency.

Empower Suppliers with Greater Insight into the Payables Process.

Your suppliers benefit from AribaPay as well, thanks to comprehensive remittance data that enables effortless reconciliation and trace functionality that lets them monitor a payment’s status as easily as tracking a package.

Value

- Improved Working Capital Management
  Gain insight and flexibility that help you uncover savings opportunities to improve your balance sheet and earnings.
- Greater Operational Efficiency
  Delegating less staff time to managing supplier bank information and fielding fewer payment inquiries by accessing convenient self-service tools.

Security

- Decreased Financial and Reputational Risk
  Optimize the need to capture, collect, store and maintain supplier bank information in house.
- Built-in Safeguards
  Discover Network employs technical controls and processes to help safeguard proprietary and confidential information.

Certainty

- Better, Faster Decision-Making and Forecasting
  Align payments to all related costs and transactions, making it easier to render more-informed decisions.
- Real-Time Tracking and Trace-Functionality
  Monitor payment status as easily as tracking a package on both the buyer and supplier side.

Simplicity

- Streamlined Procure-to-Pay Process
  Accelerate payments through the streamlined, open AribaPay platform.
- Enhanced Tactical Planning
  Access tools that help leverage the optimal cash management strategies up and down the supply chain.

Step up to a more intelligent B2B payments platform.

Learn how the breakthrough AribaPay platform enables faster, easier, more secure B2B payments. Visit aribapay.com and start using working capital to your greatest advantage.